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bbstract. This paper presents a" open perspective of a corn sehensive 
energy model which is centered around the utilization of ossil fuel P 
resources. new alternative energy-channels, and nuclear power (fission 
and fusion). The mathematical - physical model will identify the rate 
of consumption of fossil energy extracted from coal, oil and natural gas 
the rate of introduction and accelerated pace of utilization of nuclear 
power and also the actual movement of renewable energy resources within 
the main stream of providing bulk amOunt of fuel for the generation of 
effective economic PoVar. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL OF FUELS 
To establish the time relativistic modal Of fuel 
availability and depen dency, ths following 
parameters are identified below: 
C = present base time rate of consumption of fess 
il fuel availibility and dependency. 
vl= future base time rate of consumption of fossil 
fuel. 
v2.= future base time rate of consumption of Hyd 
rogen fuel (fuel cells). 
v3= future base time rate of consumption of Ocean 
thermal energy conver *ion. 
v = future base time rate of consumption of solar 4 
energy. 
" 
n-l = future base time rate of consumption of nut 
lear fission energy 
" 
n = future base time rate of consumptionof "uc 
lear fusion energy. 
Hence from the above definition, the following 
paramatars or indices are listed below: 
"1 
a1 = y 
"2 
= ;,/c 
(1) 
a3 = v3tc 
* n-l = " "-l'c 
(2) 
Therefore on n x n dlmensional matrix equation 
using Lorentz relativistic transformation is pres. 
ented below was the mathematic model representing 
'f~ela%?.lbility and dependency for now and 
in the future: 
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x” = nth prec'edlsg fuel availability and depend 
ency vector. 
X6 = "th superceding fuel availability and depend 
ency vector. 
MATHEMATICAL MODEL FOR SAFETY AND ECOLOGICAL FACKRS 
Safety and ecological considerations will undergo 
drastic changes and reorientations as the rate of 
aveilibility and dependency of fuel changes with 
tisr. 
Therefore vith the following definitions: 
679 
680 5th ICMM 
A = optimum base of safety and ecological prevail 
ibility index. 
Z1= population safety index at any time. 
z2 
= wildlife safety index at any time. 
z3 
- clean air level index at any time. 
2?" = any future index on safety and ecology. 
Therefore, with respect to the above mentioned 
ecological and safety consideration the following 
mathematical model is presented below: 
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where. 
bl = Z /A 
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x” - preceding nth safety and ecological 
prevailibility vector. 
X' 
" = superceding safety and ecological 
prevailibility vector. 
MODEL LINKAGE 
The mathamtical linkage between the two models is 
represented by the CO"pli"g of equations (3) and 
5) as below. 
IX1 PI = 1 (6) 
or 
x,, Ynk = 6 
mk (7) 
where, 
%k - Delta -Dirac function 
dependency of nuclear fusion energy. The n-dir& 
sional vector model recognizes the forecast, that 
other energy or fuel sources such as Hydrogen 
systems, Ocean-thermalenergy systems, Reduction - 
Oxidation Systems, solar systems, Ocean*lave vibrs 
tional energy systems, Magnetohydrodynamic energy 
and any other feasible mode of alternative mode of 
renewable energy source will contribute partially 
tothe systems of tots1 fuels need. 
2. Continuous read justment of fuel and energy 
supply from fossil fuel to nuclear fission and 
fusion reactions are accompaned by corresponding 
reorientation of safety and various ecoiogical 
i%ctors. 
Mathematical model for safety and ecology has been 
expressed in the form of n-dimensional rMtri% Vect 
or equation and framed wtihin similar relativisitc 
transformation matrix used in the modeling of fuel 
suppiy-systems. The relativistic model links the 
superceding safety and ecology v&tors with the 
preceding elements through Lorentz transformation. 
3. Adjustments in various modes of the fuel supply 
systems coupled to the reorientations i" the Safety 
and ecological factor, led to the presentation of 
linkage model between the two mathematical models. 
The linkage of the two relativistic matrix vectors 
model is ultimately equal to the Delta-Dirac 
singularity function. 
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1. Mathematical model in the form of relativistic 
nth dimensional equation for casting prospective 
mode for fuel energy availibility and dependency. 
has been drawn-up. The relativistic model identic 
ifies the super-ceding fuel supply pictural at fhe 
nlobal level,,based on ;he fact that fossil 
fuel availibility is on the decline as time 
elements advances, with the gradual take-over 
and ultimate large scale 
